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Abstract :  Data storage paradigm in cloud computing brings many challenging issues on the security and
storage. The critical nature of the cloud computing is to carries large amount of data through networks, the
need is even more important. Security must be imposed on data by using encryption strategies to achieve
secured data storage and access. In this paper we propose a system to securing data in cloud .In this method
some important security services including key generation, encryption and decryption in cloud.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is to increase capacity. Cloud computing is a service oriented architecture. Cloud computing
is an on-demand information technology services and products. Data storage paradigm in cloud computing brings
many challenging issues on the security and performance of the system. Securing data is always of plays an importance
role. Data security is an important aspect of the quality of a service in cloud.

In our proposed system, we implement public key encryption algorithm, before storing the sensitive data in
cloud. When the authorized user request the data for usage then data is decrypted and then provided to the end
user.

1.1. Cryptography

Cryptography is the science of writing in secret code using mathematical theory and computer science practices
by encompassing methods of transforming an intelligible message into an unintelligible message, and then retransforming
that message back to its original form.

Three types of cryptographic schemes generally used to accomplish these goals:

1.2. Symmetric key Cryptography

In a secret key cryptosystems encryption and decryption use the same key. The principle who encrypts a
message must share the encryption key(ke) with the principle who will be receiving and decrypting the encrypted
message. The fact ke kd.

1.3. Public key cryptography

Public key cryptosystem use two different keys, every key ke ε K, There exists kd ε K1 , the two keys are
different and match each other; the encryption key ke needn’t be kept secret, and the principal who is the owner
of ke can decrypt a cipher text encrypted under ke using the matching decryption key kd. The fact kd ‘“ ke. The
best known public-key cryptosystem is the RSA.
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2. PROPOSED SYSTEM

In order to overcome the challenges in the existing cloud is security and less storage space. We have proposed
new system for providing security and less storage space in cloud. In our work we providing security by using the
public key algorithm RSA (Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, Len Adleman).The RSA Algorithm provides the high security
in high potential data encryption methodology.RSA is a public key cryptosystem that uses two keys namely public
key and private key for Encryption and Decryption respectively. This ensures the high degree of security. Especially
private key ensures the confidentiality, such that no other user (unauthorized) can view the uploaded file except the
data owner.

Figure1 shows the proposed model, First the user has to first enter into the web page and request for registration.
The user has to fill all the details and then submit the form then it will give the message registered successfully. If the
user was already registered he can directly log in into the system and upload the file. User want to upload the file he/
she browse the file and click the upload button then it will display the message like file uploaded  successfully  and
the cloud will generate the keys: public key & private key. The public key is published but the private key is sent to
the user email which was given at the time of registration. That means the data is encrypted and the keys are
generated. As soon as the user requests for the view files the cloud provider will ask for the private key. If the
correct private key is given by the user, the cloud provider will decrypt the text file and displays it to the user. If the
private key is wrong then it displays the encrypted data format only not the original file.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of proposed system.

2.1. Rsa Algorithm

Fig. 2. The RSA Cryptosystem.
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2.2. Detailed Design

A sequence diagram is an interaction diagram that shows how the processes are to be operate with one
another and in what order. The construct of a message sequence chart is to represent the design in detailed. A
sequence diagram shows object interactions is arranged in time sequence in an orderly manner.

Fig. 3. Sequence diagram.

         Initially the client will fill the login details. If he/she is authorized the users home page is displayed. The

client will then upload file. By clicking browse the client will select the text file present in the system. After selecting

the required file he/she will upload the file. The cloud will then encrypt the file and display a message file uploaded

successfully. The public key is displayed itself and the private key is sent to the user’s mail id.

2.3. RSA implementation

import java.math.BigInteger;

import java.security.SecureRandom;

public class RSA

{

private BigInteger n,d,e;

private int bitlen = 1024;

public RSA (BigInteger cn,BigInterger ce)
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{

n = cn;

e = ce;

}

Public RSA (int bits)

{

bitlen = bits;

while (m.gcd(e).intValue()>1

{

public synchronized string encrypt (string message)

{

return string

}

public synchronized BigInteger encrypt(BigInteger message)

{

return message

}

public synchronized string decrypt (string message)

{

return new String

}

public synchronized BigInteger encrypt(BigInteger message)

{

return message

}

//Generate a new public and private key set

public synchronized void generatekeys()

{

while(m.gcd(e).intValues()>1

{

//calculate the  e and d value;

}

public static void main(String[] args)

{

RSA rsa = new RSA(1024);

}
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Fig. 4. Upload the file.

Fig. 5. File is encrypted and keys are generated.
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Fig. 6. Checking private key in the authorized user mail.

Fig. 7. Entering valid private key.
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Fig. 8. Retrieval of the data.

4. CONCLUSION

The RSA encryption algorithm is provides high data security and high control congestion between users and
sever because a single server is used by multiple users. The private key is sent to the user mail account. Based on
the private key and public key, the file is view and downloads from the cloud.

In future work, this technology allows for much more efficient computing by centralizing storage, memory,
processing and bandwidth. My proposed algorithm is very help full to increase the performance in cloud computing.
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